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Abstract
In this paper, we consider a method for constructing non-binary self-orthogonal codes from
symmetric designs with $xed-point-free automorphisms. All codes over GF(3) and GF(7) de-
rived from symmetric 2-(v; k; ) designs with $xed-point-free automorphisms of order p for
the parameters (v; k; ; p) = (27; 14; 7; 3); (40; 27; 18; 5) and (45; 12; 3; 5) are classi$ed. A ternary
[63; 20; 21] code with a record breaking minimum weight is constructed from the symmetric
2-(189,48,12) design found recently by Janko. Several codes over GF(5) and GF(7) that are
either optimal or have the largest known minimum weight are constructed from designs obtained
from known di9erence sets.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There are several known constructions of linear codes as row spaces of incidence
matrices of designs (cf. [12]). This paper deals with constructions of non-binary lin-
ear codes as row spaces of orbit matrices of symmetric designs with $xed-point-free
automorphisms.
A relationship between 2-(v; k; ) designs with $xed-point-free automorphisms of
prime order and non-binary self-orthogonal codes was discussed brie=y in [11]. This
relationship motivated the classi$cation of self-orthogonal [9; 4] code over GF(7) in
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connection with Hadamard matrices of order 28 and symmetric 2-(27; 14; 7) designs
with $xed-point-free automorphisms of order 3 (cf. [9]). Recently, it was shown by
Mackenzie-Fleming and Smith [7] that there are exactly 22 non-isomorphic symmetric
2-(27; 14; 7) designs with $xed-point-free automorphisms of order 3.
In this paper, we classify the self-orthogonal [9; 4] codes over GF(7) constructed
from symmetric 2-(27; 14; 7) designs with $xed-point-free automorphisms of order 3,
as well as all ternary self-orthogonal codes constructed from symmetric 2-(v; k; ) de-
signs with $xed-point-free automorphisms of order p for the parameters (v; k; ; p)=
(40; 27; 18; 5) and (45; 12; 3; 5). Starting with the Janko symmetric 2-(189; 48; 12) de-
sign, we construct a ternary self-orthogonal [63; 20; 21] code that has larger minimum
weight than any previously known ternary [63; 20] code. This code contains ternary
[63; 19; 21] subcodes that have larger minimum weight than any previously known
ternary [63; 19] code. Using symmetric designs obtained from di9erence sets, we also
construct a self-orthogonal [164; 16; 84] code over GF(3), self-orthogonal [20; 4; 14]
and [78; 16; 38] codes over GF(5), and a self-orthogonal [80; 16; 42] code over GF(7).
The minimum weight of any of these codes has the largest value among the known
codes with the given length and dimension.
2. A construction method for self-orthogonal codes
A 2-(v; k; ) design D is an incidence structure consisting of v points and b blocks
with the property that any block is incident with k points and any two points are
incident with exactly  common blocks. Consequently, the total number of blocks is
b= v(v− 1)=(k(k − 1)), and every point is incident with r= (v− 1)=(k − 1) blocks.
The complementary design is obtained by replacing all blocks by their complements.
A design is symmetric if v= b, or equivalently, k = r.
A design D can be represented by its incidence matrix A=(aij) where aij =1 if
the ith point is incident with the jth block and aij =0 otherwise. Two designs are
isomorphic if the incidence matrix of one design can be obtained from the incidence
matrix of the other by permuting rows and columns. An automorphism of a design
is any isomorphism of the design with itself, that is, a permutation of the points that
permutes also the blocks. Alternatively, an automorphism of a design with an incidence
matrix A is a pair (P;Q) of permutation matrices such that A=PAQ.
An [n; k] code C over GF(p) is a k-dimensional vector subspace of GF(p)n, where
GF(p) is the $nite $eld of order p, where p is a prime power. The elements of C
are called codewords and the weight wt(x) of a codeword x is the number of its non-
zero coordinates. The minimum weight of C is de$ned by min{wt(x) | 0 = x∈C}. An
[n; k; d] code is an [n; k] code with minimum weight d. An [n; k; d] code is optimal if
d is the largest possible minimum weight for any [n; k] code over the corresponding
$eld. The weight enumerator of C is de$ned as
∑
c∈C y
wt(c). Two codes C and C′ over
GF(p) are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by permuting the coordi-
nates and multiplying coordinates by non-zero elements of GF(p). The dual code C⊥
of C is de$ned as C⊥= {x∈GF(p)n | x ·y=0 for ally∈C} where x ·y denotes the
standard inner-product. C is self-orthogonal if C ⊂C⊥ and C is self-dual if C =C⊥.
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Let D be a 2-(v; k; ) design with a $xed-point-free and $xed-block-free auto-
morphism  of order q, where q is prime. Note that if the design is symmetric, any
$xed-point-free automorphism is also $xed-block-free. We can reorder the points and
blocks so that the incidence matrix A of D is a block matrix of the form
A=


A1;1 · · · A1; b=q
...
...
Av=q;1 · · · Av=q; b=q

 ;
where Ai; j is a square circulant matrix of order q with rows indexed by the points in
the ith point orbit of the cyclic group 〈〉, and the columns of Ai; j are indexed by the
blocks in the jth block orbit of 〈〉. The (v=q)× (b=q) matrix
M =


m1;1 · · · m1; b=q
...
...
mv=q;1 · · · mv=q; b=q

 ;
where mi; j is the number of 1’s in a row of Ai; j, is called the orbit matrix of D with
respect to . Alternatively, mi; j is the number of blocks from the jth block orbit that
contain a given point from the ith point orbit, or equivalently, the number of points
from the ith point orbit that are contained in a given block from the jth block orbit.
Proposition 1. Let D be a 2-(v; k; ) design with a 6xed-point-free and 6xed-block-
free automorphism  of order q, where q is prime. Let A and M be as described
in the previous paragraph. If p is a prime dividing r and  then the orbit matrix M
generates a self-orthogonal code of length b=q over GF(p).
Proof. Since every row of the incidence matrix A has row sum r, and the scalar
product of any two distinct rows of A is equal to , we have
b=q∑
j=1
mij = r; (1)
b=q∑
j=1
mij(mij − 1)= (q− 1); (2)
b=q∑
j=1
mijmsj = q if i = s: (3)
Eq. (1) counts the row sums in M . Eq. (2) counts in two ways the sum of scalar
products of pairs of rows of A corresponding to pairs of distinct points from the same
ith point orbit of 〈〉. Eq. (3) counts in two ways the sum of scalar products of pairs
of rows of A, one corresponding to a point from the ith point orbit, and the other
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corresponding to a point from the sth point orbit of 〈〉. Adding up the $rst two
equations gives
b=q∑
j=1
m2ij = r − + q: (4)
It follows from Eqs. (3) and (4) that if p divides r and , the row span of M over
GF(p) is a self-orthogonal code of length b=q.
Remark. The above proposition was proved in [11, Section 6] in the speci$c case of
2-(27; 14; 7) designs with a $xed-point-free automorophism of order 3, and the general
case was described brie=y without a proof.
An active area of research in combinatorial designs is the classi$cation of symmetric
designs of various kinds. For small parameters, all symmetric designs are classi$ed up
to isomorphism. For larger parameters, the classi$cation is usually done under some
assumption about the automorphism group. Recently, symmetric 2-(v; k; ) designs with
$xed-point-free automorphisms of order q were classi$ed for (v; k; ; q)= (27; 14; 7; 3);
(40; 27; 18; 5) and (45; 12; 3; 5) (cf. [4,5,7]). All these parameters satisfy the assumption
in Proposition 1.
3. Self-orthogonal codes over GF(7) from 2-(27,14,7) designs
In this section we investigate the self-orthogonal [9; 4] codes over GF(7) constructed
from symmetric 2-(27; 14; 7) designs with $xed-point-free automorphisms of order 3
by Proposition 1. It was shown in [7] that there are exactly 22 non-isomorphic sym-
metric 2-(27; 13; 6) designs with $xed-point-free automorphisms of order 3. We use
the notation as in [7] for the 2-(27; 13; 6) designs, and we denote the complementary
design of a 2-(27; 13; 6) design A by MA.
The twenty-two 2-(27; 13; 6) designs give rise to four inequivalent orbit matrices
[7, Section 3]. We denote these matrices by A1; A2; A3 and A4, respectively. If Ai
is an orbit matrix of a 2-(27; 13; 6) design with a $xed-point-free automorphism of
order 3, then 3J − Ai is the orbit matrix of the complementary 2-(27; 14; 7) design
with a $xed-point-free automorphism of order 3, where J is the all-one matrix. Let
C7(D27;1); C7(D27;2); C7(D27;3) and C7(D27;4) be the self-orthogonal codes over GF(7)
constructed from the orbit matrices 3J −A1; 3J −A2; 3J −A3 and 3J −A4, respectively,
by Proposition 1. The weight enumerators of the self-orthogonal codes are as follows:
WC7(D27;1) = 1 + 12y
3 + 36y5 + 246y6 + 594y7 + 936y8 + 576y9;
WC7(D27; 2) = 1 + 72y
5 + 258y6 + 522y7 + 972y8 + 576y9;
WC7(D27; 3) = 1 + 54y
5 + 288y6 + 540y7 + 918y8 + 600y9;
WC7(D27; 4) = 1 + 18y
3 + 270y6 + 648y7 + 864y8 + 600y9:
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Table 1
Self-orthogonal codes of the 2-(27; 14; 7) designs
Codes in [9] Designs
N3 MA; MB; MC; MD; ME and MF
3C3(9) MG; MH and MI
N15 MJ ; MJ2; MK; ML; MM; MN and MO
N16 MP; MQ; MR; MS; MT and MU
Thus the four codes are inequivalent. The weight enumerators and the minimum weights
of all the codes given in this paper were determined by computer. Some calculations
were done using MAGMA (cf. [2]). There are exactly 22 inequivalent self-orthogonal
[9; 4] codes over GF(7) [9]. The codes are distinguished by their weight enumerators
(see [9, Table 3]). Note that the codes with the second and the third weight enumerators
have minimum weight 5, and therefore are optimal (cf. [3]). The results are listed in
Table 1, where the $rst column gives the self-orthogonal code over GF(7) in [9,
Table 3] and the second column gives the designs from [7, Section 3] which generate
the given code in the $rst column.
Proposition 2. The self-orthogonal [9; 4] codes over GF(7) obtained from the 22 non-
isomorphic symmetric 2-(27; 14; 7) designs with 6xed-point-free automorphisms of
order 3 are divided into four equivalence classes. Two of these codes are
optimal.
4. Ternary self-orthogonal codes from 2-(40; 27; 18) designs
In this section, we classify the ternary self-orthogonal codes constructed from
symmetric 2-(40; 27; 18) designs with $xed-point-free automorphisms of order 5 by
Proposition 1.
It was shown in [4] that there are 13 non-isomorphic 2-(40; 13; 4) designs with
$xed-point-free automorphisms of order 5. The 13 designs are obtained from three
orbit matrices [4, Lemma 4.1]. We denote these matrices by A1; A2 and A3. If Ai is
an orbit matrix of a 2-(40; 13; 4) design with a $xed-point-free automorphism of order
5, then 5J − Ai is the orbit matrix of the complementary 2-(40; 27; 18) design with
a $xed-point-free automorphism of order 5. Let C3(D40;1), C3(D40;2) and C3(D40;3)
be the ternary self-orthogonal codes constructed from the three distinct orbit matrices
5J − A1; 5J − A2 and 5J − A3, by Proposition 1.
C3(D40;1) and C3(D40;3) are optimal self-orthogonal [8; 2; 6] codes with weight enu-
merator 1 + 8y6. Generator matrices of the two codes are
(
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 2 0 2 2 1 1
)
and
(
1 0 1 2 0 1 2 2
0 1 2 1 2 1 0 2
)
;
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Table 2
Parameters of C3(D45; 1); : : : ; C3(D45; 11)
Codes Parameters Weight enumerators
C3(D45; 1) [9; 1; 9] 1 + 2y9
C3(D45; 2) [9; 2; 3] 1 + 2y3 + 2y6 + 4y9
C3(D45; 3), C3(D45; 11) [9; 2; 6] 1 + 6y6 + 2y9
C3(D45; 4) [9; 3; 3] 1 + 2y3 + 20y6 + 4y9
C3(D45; i) (i=5; 7; 8; 9; 10) [9; 4; 3] 1 + 6y3 + 66y6 + 8y9
C3(D45; 6) [9; 3; 6] 1 + 24y6 + 2y9
respectively. Comparing the matrices, it is easy to see that the codes are equivalent.
C3(D40;2) is a self-orthogonal [8; 3; 3] code with weight enumerator 1+4y3 +22y6. Its
generator matrix is


1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 2 2 0 1 1 2
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

 :
5. Ternary self-orthogonal codes from 2-(45; 12; 3) designs
In this section, we classify the ternary self-orthogonal codes constructed from sym-
metric 2-(45; 12; 3) designs with $xed-point-free automorphisms of order 5 by Propo-
sition 1.
It was shown in [5] that there are 13 non-isomorphic 2-(45; 12; 3) designs with
$xed-point-free automorphisms of order 5. The 13 designs are obtained from 11 orbit
matrices [5, Lemma 6]. We denote these matrices by A1; : : : ; A11, respectively. Let
C3(D45;1); : : : ; C3(D45;11) be the ternary self-orthogonal codes constructed from the 11
distinct orbit matrices A1; : : : ; A11 of the 13 non-isomorphic 2-(45; 12; 3) designs with
$xed-point-free automorphisms of order 5 by Proposition 1.
The parameters and the weight enumerators of C3(D45;1); : : : ; C3(D45;10) and
C3(D45;11) are listed in Table 2. There are exactly two inequivalent ternary self-
orthogonal [9; 4; 3] codes [8]. Note that the two codes have distinct weight enumerators.
Thus C3(D45; i) (i=5; 7; 8; 9; 10) are equivalent to C3(9) in [8, Table 1]. C3(D45;3) and
C3(D45;11) have the following generator matrices:(
1 1 1 0 2 2 2 0 0
0 0 0 1 2 2 2 1 1
)
;
(
1 0 0 0 2 2 2 1 1
0 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 0
)
:
Comparing the generator matrices, it is easy to see that the codes are equivalent.
Therefore we have the following:
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Table 3
Self-orthogonal codes of the 2-(45; 12; 3) designs
Codes Designs in [5, Table 1]
C3(D45;1) 1
C3(D45;2) 2
C3(D45;3) 3 and 13
C3(D45;4) 4
C3(D45;5) 5; 6; 9; 10; 11 and 12
C3(D45;6) 7 and 8
Proposition 3. The ternary self-orthogonal codes obtained from the 13 non-isomorphic
symmetric 2-(45; 12; 3) designs with 6xed-point-free automorphisms of order 5 are
divided into six equivalence classes.
The relationship between the codes and the designs is listed in Table 3.
Generator matrices of C3(D45;2), C3(D45;4) and C3(D45;6) are
(
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
)
;


1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 1 2 2 2
0 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 2

 and


1 0 2 0 1 0 2 2 1
0 1 2 0 1 2 1 0 2
0 0 0 1 2 2 1 2 1

 ;
respectively.
6. Construction of a ternary [63;20;21] code
In this section, we construct a record breaking ternary self-orthogonal [63; 20; 21]
code J63. The largest minimum weight of any previously known ternary [63; 20] code
is 20 (cf. [3]).
Janko [6] discovered a symmetric 2-(189; 48; 12) design that admits a $xed-point-free
automorphism of order 3. The orbit matrix with respect to this automorphism (denoted
by c in [6]) generates a self-orthogonal ternary [63; 20; 21] code J63 with the following
weight enumerator:
WD63 (y) = 1 + 942y
21 + 24766y24 + 594832y27 + 8443890y30 + 67603172y33
+ 307398672y36 + 787009356y39 + 1110234948y42 + 832430718y45
+ 314109012y48 + 54952604y51 + 3893638y54 + 87066y57 + 784y60:
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The following is a systematic generator matrix for this code:
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

:
Any subcode of the [63; 20; 21] code J63 has minimum weight at least 21. We veri$ed
that some [63; 19] subcodes have minimum weight 21. The largest minimum weight
of any previously known ternary [63; 19] code is 20 (cf. [3]).
7. Codes from cyclic di/erence sets
In this section, we give some self-orthogonal codes that are constructed via Propo-
sition 1 from symmetric designs obtained from cyclic di9erence sets. By construction,
any such code is a cyclic code.
Examples of cyclic (v; k; ) di9erence sets for k6100 are given in Baumert [1,
Table 6.1]. We consider three symmetric designs with the parameters (156; 125; 100),
(400; 343; 294) and (820; 729; 648). Let D156; D400 and D820 be the complementary de-
signs of the symmetric designs obtained from the cyclic di9erence sets with parameters
(156; 31; 6), (400; 57; 8) and (820; 91; 10) given in [1, Table 6.1]. Let Cp(Di; q) be the
self-orthogonal code over GF(p) obtained from the orbit matrix of Di by considering
a $xed-point-free automorphism of order q by Proposition 1.
• The 2-(156; 125; 100) design D156: The design has the cyclic permutation . of length
156 as an automorphism. We $rst consider the $xed-point-free automorphism .78 of
order 2. An orbit matrix is the 78× 78 circulant matrix with the following $rst row:
11222122112120222222222221221222212222201122111121222221
1212221210221122221212:
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We veri$ed by MAGMA (cf. [2]) that C5(D156; 2) generated by the above circulant
matrix is a self-orthogonal [78; 16; 38] code over GF(5). Note that 38 is the largest
value for the minimum weight of any known [78; 16] code (cf. [3]).
Now consider the $xed-point-free automorphism .52 of order 3. An orbit matrix of
the design is the circulant matrix with the following $rst row:
2232322233323022232232222233232333222320333233233333:
The code C5(D156; 3) is a self-orthogonal [52; 9; 28] code over GF(5). The minimum
weight is one less than the largest value for the minimum weight of any known
[52; 9] code.
• The 2-(820; 729; 648) design D820: We consider a $xed-point-free automorphism of
order 5 obtained as the 164th power of the cyclic permutation of length 820. An
orbit matrix is the 164× 164 circulant matrix with the following $rst row:
5454555444555545545454454444445455445545504555445544445454555444444
5554544544544444545444555444454454545545555554544554454405444554455
554545444555555444545545545555:
We veri$ed by MAGMA [2] that C3(D820; 5) is a ternary self-orthogonal [164; 16; 84]
code. Note that 84 is the largest value for the minimum weight of any known
[164; 16] code (cf. [3]).
• The 2-(400; 343; 294) design D400: We consider the $xed-point-free automorphism
.80 of order 5, where . is the cyclic permutation of order 400. An orbit matrix is
the 80× 80 circulant matrix with the following $rst row:
53555443543555545554554354445455554454454444325453543
444554554445445353555423545:
Our computer search shows that C7(D400; 5) is a self-orthogonal [80; 16; 42] code over
GF(7). Note that the table in [3, p. 441] contains information about the minimum
weight of codes over GF(7) for length only up to 50.
These codes suggest that cyclic di9erence sets might be useful for the construction
of non-binary optimal self-orthogonal codes. By construction, all such codes are cyclic
since the orbit matrices can be taken as circulant matrices.
Finally, we give an example of an optimal code obtained from a non-Abelian dif-
ference set. Let C20 be the self-orthogonal code over GF(5) generated from the orbit
matrix of a $xed-point-free automorphism of order 5 of the non-Abelian (100; 45; 20)
di9erence set found by Smith [10]. The code C20 is a [20; 4; 14] code over GF(5).
Note that 14 is the largest value for the minimum weight of any [20; 4] code over
GF(5), that is, C20 is an optimal code (cf. [3]). This code has the following generator
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matrix:

10003121204431304114
01002244021200243134
00101340332141230034
00010011111111133333


and the following weight enumerator:
1 + 120y14 + 96y15 + 300y16 + 80y19 + 28y20:
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